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Would you like to experience Hainan without leaving the area? 

Visit ouci.ou.edu/summercamp

In addition to the more famous trade route, the Overland 
Route of the Silk Road, there is also a very active sea trade route 
between China and Japan to the east and Southeast Asia and 
India to the west. The sea based trade has now become known 
as the Silk Road on the Sea. In the latter half of the 8th Century, 
trade along the Silk Road on the Sea was even more robust than 
the Overland Route. This was a result of the Overland Route being 
overtaken during the An Lushan Rebellion. 

Haikou (Hăikŏu, Chinese: 海口), the capital and most populous 
city in the Hainan province, is one of the cities along the Silk Road 
on the Sea. The name of the city in Chinese, literally translated, 
means sea port and it plays a role in the Silk Road as a sea port. 
The city is located on Hainan Island in the South China Sea, and 

is an important tourist destination for China. Today the city plays an important role 
in the modern day maritime Silk Road and trade in the South China Sea. 

There are several major educational institutions are 
located in Haikou. Hainan University (simplified Chinese: 
海南大学; traditional Chinese: 海南大學; pinyin: Hăinán 
Dàxué) is a comprehensive university in Haikou. It’s main 
campus is on Haikou’s Haidian Island, as is the South China 
Tropical Agricultural University.

Journey on the Silk Road: Silk Road on the Sea

Lesson FIVE

STUDENT CONTEST: Choose any geographic location 
along the Silk Road in China and do a cultural comparison. Create a submission 
that compares the culture in the geographic area you have chosen to your 
own experiences living in Oklahoma. Your submission can come in the form 
of an essay, a photo collage, a video or an original work of art. Entries can 
be submitted digitally by visiting http://bit.ly/2mhNJaG. Students can mail 
submissions to: Newspapers in Education │ P.O. Box 25125 │ Oklahoma City,  
OK 73125-0125 (Mailed entries should include a Student Entry Form that can  
  be accessed online).  ALL ENTRIES ARE DUE APRIL 30TH, 2017.


